
We have a great range of cricket equipment both indoor and
outdoor, ranging from netting, sight screens, cages, bowling
machines, artificial wickets and accessories
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CRICKET  •  CRICKET & SPORTS HALL NETTING
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CRICKET NETTING & SPORTS HALL NETTING

✓ Quality indoor sports hall cricket bay nets are available and made to suit any sports hall size, also available are athletics nets, tennis nets,
	 golf	nets,	archery	mesh	and	for	dividing	halls	division	nets	for	maximum	flexibility

✓ Our Sports hall netting trackway is manufactured from heavy gauge aluminium alloy and can incorporate crossovers and curves to give great
	 flexibility	to	your	sports	hall

✓ Indoor sports hall cricket netting bays can incorporate sightscreens to form a visual division and these can be supported by lanyard cords  
 which prevent cricket netting from stretching

✓	 Sports	hall	cricket	bay	nets	are	stored	in	a	flame	retardant	nylon	reinforced	PVC	bag	or	pouches	to	avoid	interference	with	other	activities,		
 these can be winchable to raise them above doors or apertures of any kind

✓	 All	cricket	netting	can	be	provided	with	a	flame	retardant	finish	in	accordance	with	BS	5872:2008,	Part	2

Please contact our Sales Department on: +44 (0)1621 868700
for a quotation or to arrange a free no obligation site visit to your establishment
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CRICKET  •  CRICKET CAGES & SIGHT SCREENS

COUNTY CRICKET NET SYSTEM
This is a professional system which can easily be dismantled 
once the cricket season is over, ideal where permanent sockets 
are	not	an	option.	Bays	can	be	made	up	of	6m	sections	in	length,	
with	bays	designed	to	be	4m	wide.	50mm	square	mesh	netting	
complete with interval sleeves which can be easily installed onto 
uprights. A headline pack for the roof net must be purchased 
separately, the roof headline rope is 44m long and will cover 1 or 
2	bays.	Turf	screw	ground	sockets	are	included	(the	insertion	tool	
must be ordered separately). Uprights designed to be installed 
at	6m	intervals	and	made	from	50mm	diameter	by	3.2mm	thick	
aluminium	and	polyester	powder	coated	black,	they’re	2.7m	high	
out	of	the	ground.		Each	4m	back	net	(1	required	per	bay)	has	
full length hook and loop end panels allowing easy attachment 
to the back uprights

CRK1140* 6m	system  £310.58 each
CRK1141* 12m	system  £466.29 each
CRK1142* 18m	system  £570.60 each
CRK1143* 24m	system  £675.75 each
CRK1144 4m back net  £89.59 each
CRK1145 Roof netting  £2.94 sq/m
SPE1008 Insertion tool   £95.29 each
CRK1146 Pack	of	10	U	peg	anchors  £7.47 set

CRICKET SIGHT SCREEN
CRK1001*  £1,263.99 each
4.5m	 high	 x	 4.25m	wide,	 frame	 and	 base	made	 from	 heavy	 duty	 galvanised	 steel	 with	 fourteen
removable	PVC	lattes.	Four	steel	wheels	with	solid	rubber	tyres	which	enables	easy	movement	and	can	
be	easily	dismantled	for	winter	storage.	Steel	covered	by	five	year	warranty

TIMBER CRICKET SIGHT SCREEN
Sturdy traditional design timber screens. Screens have softwood boarding built onto a 
strong main bearer with substantial timber axes and fully galvanised steel wheels

CRK1023* 4.27m	wide	x	3.66m	high	  £1,302.88 each
CRK1052* 3.66m	wide	x	3.66m	high  £1,248.71 each
CRK1053* 4.27m	wide	x	3.05m	high  £1,194.54 each
CRK1054* 3.66m	wide	x	3.05m	high  £1,168.15 each
CRK1055* 3.05m	wide	x	3.05m	high  £1,157.04 each

ROLLER SCREEN
CRK1024*  £1,090.37 each
Retractable screen which has geared rollers enabling the 
screen	to	be	lowered	and	retracted	in	seconds.	Vandal	proof,	
30%	porous	screen,	easy	to	move,	galvanised	frame.	Operates	
in seconds

FREESTANDING PREMIER CRICKET CAGE
3.2m	 high	 x	 3.6m	 wide	 x	 7.2m	 deep,	 heavy	 duty	 50mm	
x	 2mm	 diameter	 uprights	 and	 top	 rods.	 Complete	 with	
two large pneumatic tyred wheels. Supplied with black 
2mm	 polypropylene	 surround	 and	 roof	 cricket	 netting

CRK1056* Aluminium  £1,716.25 each
CRK1025* Steel  £1,550.82 each
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CRICKET  •  MATS, ARTIFICIAL SURFACES & STORAGE

FLICX ARTIFICIAL CRICKET SURFACE
Now	manufactured	in	the	UK	the	updated	range	of	artificial	surfaces	are	made	from	the	improved	2G	material	which	gives	improved	ball	bounce,	
better	seam	and	spin	performance	and	gives	a	reduction	in	the	slipperiness	when	wet.	All	pitches	are	20.12	x	1.8m

INDOOR/OUTDOOR CRICKET MATS
CRK/009/MAT*   £58.87 lin/m
CRK/010/MAT*	 10m	length	mat	  £567.00 each

Indoor roll down cricket matting manufactured from green nylon carpet with anti-slip 
latex	base,	mat	 is	2m	wide,	can	be	supplied	 in	any	 length	from	1	-	30m.	This	 is	the	
lightest cricket mat we do and is ideal for school use or where manual handling may 
be an issue

CRK/005/MAT   £59.79 lin/m
Tried	and	tested	the	“V”	mat	is	a	roll	up/roll	out	cricket	surface	suitable	for	use	on	any	
level	surface	both	indoor	and	out.	UV	stabilised	green	needle	punched	polypropylene	
surface provides excellent grip and wear and also allows the ball to grip and turn giving 
encouragement	to	spin	bowlers.	Supplied	2m	wide	in	lengths	to	suit

MATCH PITCH
CRK1096  £3,188.88 each
The all green pitch is most suitable for game play achieving a
consistent bounce on a wide range of surfaces. Just roll it out 
and play!

EAGLE-EYED PITCH
CRK1097  £3,340.75 each
This new pitch imitates the Hawk eye referral system in top
international	cricket	with	different	coloured	tiles	illustrating	full	
length, good length and short length bowls to aid training and 
add an element of fun. It enhances decision making in stroke play

SKILLS PITCH
CRK1098  £3,340.75 each
This new pitch is a perfect coaching aid for young players in 
schools	 and	 clubs.	Bowling	 and	batting	 targets	will	 help	 your
players	achieve	a	consistent	line	and	length.	Can	be	used	with	
both hard and soft balls when rolled out on any playing surface

CRICKET MAT HANDLING UNIT
TRL/002/HAN  £582.18 each
Cricket	mat	handling	unit	for	the	storage	of	four	mats	up	to	15	yards	long.	Complete	
with	four	heavy	duty	fully	rotational	castors	(for	the	above	cricket	mats	in	section	one)

CRICKET STORAGE CREEL
CRK/001/CRE Wooden creel to store one cricket mat  £90.48 each

CURVED CRICKET MAT TROLLEY
TRL/006/CRK  £172.84 each

✓ Extremely robust tubular steel frame
✓	 Epoxy	powder	scratch	resistant	paint	finish
✓	 Fitted	with	four	No.	100mm	non-marking	rubber	tyred
	 wheels	which	swivel	offering	superior	manoeuvrability
✓	 Two	opposite	wheels	fitted	with	brakes
✓	 Can	store	2-3	mats	depending	on	size
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CRICKET  •  BOWLING MACHINES, STUMPS & COVER
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CRICKET BOWLING MACHINES PROFESSIONAL MODEL
CRK/005/BWL  Without power pack  £2,083.85 each
CRK/006/BWL  With power pack  £2,319.98 each

Enclosed	ball	delivery	wheels	for	safety,	variable	speed	adjustment	between	15	
and	95mph,	spin	and	swing	bowling,	digital	speed	display	for	ball	speed	in	mph,	
ball	joint	adjustment	complimented	by	Vernier	(screw	adjusters)	for	precision	line	
and length deliveries, electronic braking for delivery wheels allows fast changes of 
mode,	i.e.	swing	to	away	swing,	operated	by	12v	battery	(not	supplied	–	see	below)
 
Optional Extras:

CRK/005/BAF  £458.20 each
28	ball	feed,	feeds	balls	into	machine	every	7	or	11	seconds.	It	allows	solo	batting	
practice facility or option to observe or coach from any position

CRK/005/RED  £66.06 dozen
Pack	of	12	red	outdoor	practice	balls

CRK/005/YLW   £66.06 dozen
Pack	of	12	yellow	indoor	practice	balls

CRK/005/POW  £300.78 each
Mains	power	pack	240v	or	100v	to	13.5v	high	amperage	transformer	with	built	in	
8	amp	battery	charger	to	enable	machine	to	run	directly	off	mains
supply

CRK/005/BAT 12	volt	battery  £152.93 each

SPRING RETURN CRICKET STUMPS 
CRK/002/SET    £84.87 per end

Club	model	 wooden	 spring	 return	 cricket	 stumps	 with	 steel	 tubing
re-enforcement at base of stumps, complete with three stumps and two 
bails

CRK/004/SET   £34.59 per end
Strong moulded rubber base with integral steel counter weight,
regulation	71cm	x	35mm	diameter	wooden	stumps,	complete	with	bails

CRICKET STUMP GAUGE
CRK1021*   £18.96 each

OUTDOOR SCHOOL CRICKET STUMPS
Set	of	6	stumps	with	bails,	these	are	regulation	size	and	are	made	from	
a	hardwood	with	a	natural	finish

CRK1121 Junior	–	24cm	high  £9.80 set
CRK1122 Senior	–	27cm	high  £8.13 set

MOBILE CRICKET COVER
CRK1010  £4,792.05 each
Covers	 consist	 of	 three	 units	 each	
8.0m	x	3.9m	wide.	Manufactured	from	
galvanised steel channel sections and 
fitted	with	10”	pneumatic	wheels.	Tops	
are coated with green or white heavy 
duty	 PVC.	 UV	 stable.	 75m	 of	 hose
is	 supplied	 to	 fit	 the	 unique	 gutter
attachments
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CRICKET  •  SCORERS & OUTDOOR NETTING
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WALL MOUNTING CRICKET SCOREBOARD
CRK1064  £5,562.92 each
2600	x	1800	x	90mm	radio	controlled	cricket	scoreboard	for	outdoor	use.	It	has	a	readability	
of	120m	and	requires	a	230v/60Hz	power	supply. Complete	with	a	control	consol,	carrying	
case,	using	instructions	and	installation	instructions. The	scoreboard	is	made	in	two	modules	
and	weighs	80kgs

ECO WALL MOUNTING CRICKET SCOREBOARD
CRK1150*  £3,819.75 each
1450	x	1600	x	90mm	radio	controlled	cricket	scoreboard	for	outdoor	use.	It	has	a	readability	
of	120m	and	requires	a	230v/60Hz	power	supply.	Complete	with	a	control	consol,	carrying	
case, using instructions and installation instructions. The scoreboard is made of one modules 
and	weighs	40kgs

WALL MOUNTING CRICKET SCOREBOARD
CRK1151*  £4,570.35 each
19000	x	1150	x	90mm	radio	controlled	cricket	scoreboard	for	outdoor	use.	It	has	a	readability	
of	60m	and	requires	a	230v/60Hz	power	supply.	Complete	with	a	control	consol,	carrying	
case, using instructions and installation instructions. The scoreboard is made of one modules 
and	weighs	40kgs

FOLDING CRICKET SCORERS
CRK1049* Portable	folding	cricket	scorer	  £144.04 each

MECHANICAL SCORERS
CRK1040* 228mm	x	305mm,	1-9,	0	and	blank	  £169.32 each
CRK1041* 228mm	x	305mm,	1-12	and	blank	  £183.90 each
CRK1042* 228mm	x	457mm,	1-9,	0	and	blank	  £215.99 each
CRK1043* 228mm	x	457mm,	1-12	and	blank	  £234.95 each

TELEGRAPH NUMBER PLATES (228mm x 305mm)
CRK1044* 1-4 and blank  £27.71 set
CRK1045* 1-9,	0	and	blank  £37.43 set
CRK1046* 1-12	and	blank  £51.67 set

OUTDOOR CRICKET NETTING - BLACK
Knotless surround netting, 40mm mesh, 2.3mm thick

CRK1036   £1.61 m2
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CRICKET  •  ACCESSORIES & CRAZY CATCH
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CRICKET WICKET PROTECTION SHEET
CRK1011*  £337.53 each
Lightweight	waterproof	flatlay	peg	down	pitch	cover	complete	with	eyelets	and	
pegs,	25m	x	4m

SLIP CATCH CRADLE
CRK1008*  £400.78 each
Traditional slip catch cradle constructed of hardwood laths on a fully galvanised 
base. Two spare laths provided

CRK1009* Set of four replacement slip cradle laths  £43.25 set

CRAZY CATCH
Experience	the	unexpected!	This	is	a	reaction	trainer	with	a	difference.	Available	as	a	classic	model	(sane	
and	insane)	or	double	trouble	(two	insane	sides).	The	ball	returns	erratically,	testing	and	improving	your
reactions and hand-eye co-ordination. Includes a FREE ball, a timer and activity pack, excellent for
practicing in groups or on your own, suitable for all ball sports from cricket, hockey, tennis, rugby and
football.	The	sane	side	gives	consistent	rebound	while	insane	side	gives	random	rebound.	Can	be	used	
across the board by all ages, the A frame design allows both sides to be used at the same time, suitable 
for reaction training at home, schools and clubs, can be used with all sizes and shapes of balls. As used 
by the England  Cricket Team, South African Cricket team, GB Hockey, GB Badminton and the
Scottish Rugby teams, for reaction training, skills development and core stability

Wildchild Classic
CRK1063* 930mm	x	930mm	  £153.34 each

Wildchild Double Trouble
CRK1072* 930mm	x	930mm	  £153.34 each

Upstart Classic
CRK1073* 750mm	x	750mm	  £119.97 each

Professional Classic
CRK1074* 1480mm	x	910mm	  £218.28 each
Suited for the more professional sports person

Professional Double Trouble
CRK1075* 1480mm	x	910mm	  £218.28 each
Suited for the more professional sports person

BOWDRY ROLLER
CRK1018*   £820.55 each
Picks	up	all	standing	water	from	any	surface,	indoors	or	outdoors

CRICKET CREASE MARKER
CRK1020*   £161.54 each

BOUNDARY ROPE (Not Illustrated)
White polypropylene boundary rope

CRK1013* 24mm	diameter	x	220m	coil	  £154.18 each
CRK1014* 32mm	diameter	x	220m	coil	  £297.25 each
CRK1015* 28mm	diameter	x	220m	coil	  £290.30 each

BOUNDARY FLAGS (Not Illustrated)
CRK1059* White	moulded	polypropylene,	220mm	x	280mm  £1.44 each
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CRICKET  •  BATS, LEGGUARDS, GLOVES, HELMETS, BATS & KWICK CRICKET
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MASTERPLAY WILLOW CRICKET BATS
Genuine	 Kashmir	Willow,	 hand	 pressed	 and	 ready	 to	 play.	 Polished
natural	finish,	laminated	multiply	rubber,	sandwiched	spring	handle

CRK1123 Size	3	(for	players	4’7”	to	4’9”)  £8.25 each
CRK1124 Size	4	(for	players	4’9”	to	4’11”)		  £9.90 each
CRK1125 Size	5	(for	players	4’11”	to	5’2”)	  £10.70 each
CRK1126 Size	6	(for	players	5’2”	to	5’4”)  £11.36 each
CRK1127 Harrow	size	(for	players	5’4”	to	5’6”)  £11.17 each
CRK1128 Full	size	(for	players	5’6”	plus)  £13.03 each

SLAZENGER ACADEMY BATTING LEG GUARDS
Traditional styling with exceptional protection, ideal for schools and clubs

CRK1129 Junior  £18.72 pair
CRK1130 Youth  £18.72 pair
CRK1131 Adult  £18.72 pair

SLAZENGER PANTHER BATTING GLOVES
CRK1132 Junior right hand  £8.19 pair
CRK1133 Junior left hand  £8.19 pair
CRK1134 Youth right hand  £10.70 pair
CRK1135 Youth left hand  £12.73 pair
CRK1136 Adult right hand  £13.08 pair
CRK1137 Adult left hand  £13.08 pair

GUNN AND MOORE PRO HELMET
This	helmet	complies	with	BS7928:1998.	The	rigid	outer	shell	is	designed	for	higher	
impact resistance and has exposed vents for heat dissipation. Inner lining has impact 
protecting	EPS	which	can	withstand	multiple	impacts,	with	breathable	comfort	foam	
and	removable	forehead	pad	for	easy	drying.	The	nylon	strap	system	ensures	exact	fit	
regardless	of	head	shape.	Face	grill	is	made	from	high	tensile	steel

CRK1119 Senior size  £41.93 each
CRK1120 Junior size  £37.63 each

CRICKET BALLS
Readers County Supreme Cricket Ball

Top	quality	5	layer	cork	and	worsted	centre. English	linings,	5½	oz
CRK1088  £12.07 each

Central Practice Ball
Halved leather practice ball
CRK1089 5½	oz   £5.11 each
CRK1090 4¾	oz   £4.43 each

Readers Windball
All purpose, soft cricket ball for both coaching and general use
CRK1138 Junior   £3.04 each
CRK1139 Senior  £3.04 each

KWIK CRICKET
A	 simplified	game	of	 cricket	 for	 children	aged	5	upwards.	Made	 from	high	quality	
moulded plastic, it is light enough for small hands yet extremely tough and durable. 
Designed	as	an	alternative	to	traditional	equipment	to	allow	the	game	to	be	played	
safely	on	any	flat	surface	either	indoors	or	outdoors

Sets comprises of:
✓	 2	bats
✓	 2	stump	sets
✓	 2	orange	balls
✓ 1 holdall and supporting literature

CRK1093 Small	set	(age	6-8)   £69.26 set
CRK1094 Medium	set	(age	9-11)  £73.49 set
CRK1095 Mixed	age	set	(1	of	each	size	bat)   £71.05 set
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